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Rationale: Examining surface protein conformations, and especially achieving this

with spatial resolution, is an important goal. The recently discovered ionization

processes offer spatial-resolution measurements similar to matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization (MALDI) and produce charge states similar to electrospray

ionization (ESI) extending higher-mass protein applications directly from surfaces on

high-performance mass spectrometers. Studying a well-interrogated protein by ion

mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) to access effects on structures

using a solid vs. solvent matrix may provide insights.

Methods: Ubiquitin was studied by IMS-MS using new ionization processes with

commercial and homebuilt ion sources and instruments (Waters SYNAPT G2(S)) and

homebuilt 2 m drift-tube instrument; MS™ sources). Mass-to-charge and drift-time

(td)-measurements are compared for ubiquitin ions obtained by inlet and vacuum

ionization using laserspray ionization (LSI), matrix- (MAI) and solvent-assisted

ionization (SAI), respectively, and compared with those from ESI under conditions

that are most comparable.

Results: Using the same solution conditions with SYNAPT G2(S) instruments, td-

distributions of various ubiquitin charge states from MAI, LSI, and SAI are similar to

those from ESI using a variety of solvents, matrices, extraction voltages, a laser, and

temperature only, showing subtle differences in more compact features within the

elongated distribution of structures. However, on a homebuilt drift-tube instrument,

within the elongated distribution of structures, both similar and different td-

distributions are observed for ubiquitin ions obtained by MAI and ESI. MAI-

generated ions are frequently narrower in their td-distributions.

Conclusions: Direct comparisons between ESI and the new ionization methods

operational directly from surfaces suggest that the protein in its solution structure

prior to exposure to the ionization event is either captured (frozen out) at the time of

crystallization, or that the protein in the solid matrix is associated with sufficient

solvent to maintain the solution structure, or, alternatively, that the observed

structures are those related to what occurs in the gas phase with ESI- or MAI-

generated ions and not with the solution structures.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Understanding molecular conformations and related folding processes

is a key challenge in chemistry and biology. The toolbox for studying

native structures within or directly from their natural environments

such as (bio)films or tissues is limited and frequently only accessible

indirectly. Over the past three decades, electrospray ionization (ESI)

has evolved as the ionization method of choice for mass spectrometry

(MS) studies related to ion structures because of its “softness”.1,2 In

ESI, the molecule of interest is dissolved in a solvent, typically a

buffer, and ion formation is initiated by the application of a high

voltage to a capillary supplying the analyte solution. A number of

variables can influence the gas-phase ESI ion structures including

solution conditions, inlet temperature, ionizing and extraction

voltages, as well as the ionization process itself.3–9 The significance of

successes in this area is reflected in the growing field of

native MS.10–15

Direct analysis of the chemical composition of surfaces is

available by various extraction protocols, most notably desorption ESI

(DESI) and liquid junction approaches.16–25 However, the ability to

maintain solution-phase structures in the gas phase is still open to

question, especially structural changes which occur upon loss of the

final water molecules.26 In the matrix-assisted ionization (MAI)

method, the analyte is initially in solution similar to ESI or matrix-

assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), but ionization occurs

from the solid state as in MALDI. However, unlike MALDI, the ions

produced have charge states very similar to those from ESI allowing

direct comparison of structures with ionization from a solid and

solvent matrix. The outcome has the potential to address issues

related to both the ionization process in MAI and how ionization from

a solid matrix affects gas-phase structures.

The new ionization processes may also help address current

surface analyses limitations using ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)-

MS.27–30 The ion abundances and charge states using these

ionization processes are surprisingly similar to those obtained by

ESI,30,31 so that mechanistic commonalities might be expected.32 A

proposed mechanism is that bare gas-phase analyte ions are formed

from highly charged matrix:analyte particles by a desolvation

process leading to the removal of the solid or solution matrix,

similar to ESI.32 The charged particles are produced under

conditions leading to matrix evaporation/sublimation without the

requirement of voltage, laser ablation, or, for some matrices, even

application of heat. Ions of fragile functionalities were measured

intact using MAI initiated by a laser ablation event, referred to as

laserspray ionization (LSI).32,33 The laser functions to ablate matrix

particles from a spatially resolved area.33–36 Instead of a laser, a

pellet gun was used to produce an acoustic (shock) wave to ablate

matrix:analyte into the inlet, initiating ionization even of proteins

directly from a surface, clearly demonstrating that the laser is not

directly involved in the ionization event leading to multiply charged

ions.37 LSI imaging was accomplished with competitive spatial

resolution and speed using transmission geometry laser alignment

relative to the inlet/mass analyzer of the mass spectrometer.38 Low

spatial resolution analysis can be accomplished without a laser using

MAI or solvent-assisted ionization (SAI) in which the matrix is

the solvent.31,39,40

With these inlet and vacuum ionization methods, exposing the

matrix:analyte sample to the pressure differential in the inlet has

produced protein ions from species as large as bovine serum

albumin.27,31,41–43 Unlike SAI,44,45 MAI also readily operates from

direct introduction into intermediate pressure without use of an

atmospheric pressure inlet.31 Using solid matrices, matrix:analyte

samples that are still ‘wet’ when introduced into the vacuum of the

mass spectrometer have resulted in improved ion abundance, but also

are more prone to carryover between samples.46 Similarly, the

addition of solid matrices to a large excess of solvent, a SAI sample,

lowered the heat requirements of the inlet tube relative to more

aqueous solutions,47 and the addition of ammonium salts ‘cleans up’

mass spectra.48

Unfortunately, the most effective MAI matrices, e.g.,

3-nitrobenzonitrile (3-NBN) and 1,2-dicyanobenzene, are the only

ones soluble in high organic content solvents which are not

compatible with native protein structures.31,46,49 A few MAI matrices,

such as 2-bromo-2-nitro-1,3-propanediol (bronopol) and 2-methyl-

2-nitro-1,3-propanediol (MNP),46 are soluble in aqueous solution, and

increased water content in sample preparation requires added inlet

heat for effective, spontaneous ionization, which is often not available

with commercial inlets,50,51 and consequently requires retrofits for

improved performance.30,52,53 Solvent conditions have been shown to

affect both the conformations of ubiquitin observed by ESI-IMS-MS

and the charge-state distributions. Here we assess whether the

solution conditions are still important when a solid matrix is used in

MAI, relative to a solution matrix in ESI, by making comparisons

between IMS-MS using MAI with various solvent compositions

including 100% water and ESI using the well-studied protein

ubiquitin.4–8,54–63

2 | EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 | Materials

All chemicals and solvents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich

Inc. (St Louis, MO, USA), including the previously discovered

matrices31,46: 3-NBN, MNP, 2-aminobenzoyl alcohol (2-ABA),

3,6-dibromocarbazole, 3-bromocarbazole, N-isopropyl-9H-carbazole,

N-propyl-9H-carbazole, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (2,5-DHB), stearic

acid and ubiquitin. 2,5-Dihydroxyacetophenone (2,5-DHAP, 97%

purity), acetonitrile (ACN), ammonium hydroxide and formic acid

(FA) were obtained from Fisher Scientific Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

HPLC grade methanol (MeOH) and water were purchased from

EMD Chemicals (Gibbstown, NJ, USA) and acetic acid (AA) from

Mallinckrodt Chemicals (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). Plain microscopy

glass slides used were made by Gold Seal Products (Portsmouth,

NH, USA).
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2.2 | Sample preparation

Stock solutions of 1 mg mL−1 were prepared in water.

Approximately 5 mg of each matrix was used and individually

prepared as a saturated solution as described previously.46 For LSI

using 2,5-DHAP in 150 μL 50:50 ACN/water (warmed), a layer

method was used.51,64 A volume of 1 μL of the analyte (e.g., 5 pmol)

was placed on the glass plate and 1–2 μL of the matrix solution then

added, mixed using the pipet tip and air dried. The vacuum LSI

sample spot was a prepared, premixed matrix:analyte mixture (5 or

10 pmol analyte added with matrix solution in 1:1 volume ratio), and

1 μL was spotted on top of the target plate, preferably a glass

microscope slide, using the dried-droplet method.51 The final

concentrations of the analytes on the glass plate ranged from

2.5 pmol to 5 pmol.

2.3 | IMS-MS conditions on commercial instruments

More extensive specific details on the inlet source conditions and

modifications are given in the supporting information and include

Figures S1 to S14 as well as Schemes S1 and S2. Previously described

IMS-MS conditions were used.50,64 Nitrogen gas was used for the

drift-time (td) separation with a flow rate of 22 mL min−1 and the

pressure in the drift cell was 3.19 mbar. The wave velocity used

ranged from 450 to 652 m s−1 and the IMS wave height was set at

40 V unless otherwise noted.

2.4 | LSI on the SYNAPT G2

A nanoESI source was used on a SYNAPT G2 mass spectrometer65

(Waters, Wilmslow, UK) to perform LSI. The LockSpray of the nanoESI

source was removed and a fabricated desolvation device was

used as previously described.50 The laser was aligned in transmission

geometry relative to the inlet/mass analyzer, as previously

described.34,50

2.5 | MAI from atmospheric and intermediate
pressure on the SYNAPT G2(S)

Waters SYNAPT G2(S) mass spectrometers equipped with a

commercial intermediate pressure MALDI source were used to carry

out vacuum MAI (vMAI). For vMAI using the intermediate pressure

MALDI source without engaging the laser, acquisitions were

performed in positive ion and sensitivity modes using the LSI settings

as previously described.31,46,47,49 Alternatively, a homebuilt vacuum-

probe source was used for vMAI.30,52 For MAI at atmospheric

pressure, either the MS™ (Newark, DE USA) Ionique manual platform

was used, or the (nano)ESI source was overridden using a source

adapter plug (to provide open access to the skimmer cone) as

previously described.46,66

2.6 | ESI on the SYNAPT G2(S)

Waters SYNAPT G2(S) mass spectrometers were used to perform ESI

and nanoESI. Default settings were used: 40 V cone voltage, 3.4 kV

spray voltage, and 80 �C source temperature. Alternatively, the same

conditions may also be employed on the MS™ Ionique manual

platform with the help of a retrofitted MS™ inlet tube.40

2.7 | SAI on the SYNAPT G2S

A Waters SYNAPT G2S mass spectrometer was used with a

retrofitted MS™ inlet tube and an MS™ Ionique manual platform for

SAI. Using an external power supply and heater, the inlet was brought

to a temperature of 250 �C. Fused silica with a 100 μm I.D. was

inserted 13 mm inside the inlet using the manual platform, and the

solution was set to infuse at a rate of 50 μL min−1.

2.8 | Use of a drift-tube instrument: MAI- and ESI-
IMS-MS

The 2 m drift-tube instrument was used as described elsewhere.67,68

Briefly, the source is based on the Smith ion funnel design69

including the jet disrupter (Scheme S2, supporting information) for

improvements in sensitivity and performance in ESI.70–73 In order

to use the instrument for MAI, the ESI source was removed

to provide free access to the inlet which was not heated. The

sample preparation conditions of 10−5 M ubiquitin solution in

water/ACN/AA 49:49:2 (% v/v/v) and 50:50:0 (% v/v/v) were used

as previously described.59

2.9 | Use of a Q-Exactive Focus instrument: MAI-,
ESI-, and SAI-MS

Mass spectra were acquired on a Q-Exactive Focus mass

spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) interfaced

with the MS™ Ionique manual platform after removing the Ion Max

source with no inlet modification. MAI mass spectra were acquired

using the syringe method in which 0.2 μL of 2 μM ubiquitin in 95%

water/5% methanol with 100 ppm ammonium tartrate was mixed

with 0.4 μL of an aqueous 3-NBN matrix solution containing 60%

ACN and 100 ppm ammonium tartrate. This was dried on a 1-μL

syringe needle tip before being inserted into the mass spectrometer

inlet. In ESI, 1 μL of the ubiquitin solution was drawn into the 1-μL

syringe and 3.5 kV applied to the syringe needle about 1 cm from the

inlet aperture while the solution was slowly expelled to create a spray.

In SAI, the same procedure was followed as with ESI, except that no

voltage was applied and the syringe needle was placed inside the inlet

tube with the tip against the inlet tube wall with expulsion of the

solution. The instrument was tuned using ESI with settings which

gave only low charge-state ions from the ubiquitin solution.
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3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Commercial TWIMS instruments: LSI-, SAI-,
and MAI-IMS-MS

ESI, SAI, LSI, and MAI all produce multiply charged ions of small

proteins with excellent ion abundance from a variety of small

molecule matrices when using a heated inlet tube. Only ESI requires

application of high voltage to the solution at atmospheric pressure

prior its entrance into the inlet. As a heated inlet tube is not standard

on the Waters SYNAPT G2 and SYNAPT G2(S) IMS-MS instruments,

modification of the skimmer cone inlet is necessary for optimum SAI,

as well as for MAI, when using less volatile matrices.32,37,44,50,51 Some

of the inlet source developments are depicted in Scheme S1

(supporting information) and their relative operation and performance

characteristics are also detailed in the supporting information. It is

noteworthy that the commercial inlet geometries are significantly

different between the SYNAPT G2 and the SYNAPT G2(S), in that the

latter has extra pumping capacity and a collision surface built into the

inlet which can be beneficial with the new ionization processes.27,29,32

Both inlets are indirectly heated by the source block to a maximum of

150 �C. Additional heat may be applied using an external cartridge

heater controlled with a power supply. Specific details for source

conditions and results obtained are included in the supporting

information (Figures S1 to S13). However, with certain more volatile

solvents used with SAI and solid matrices in MAI, inlet modification is

not necessary to achieve good ion abundance. With newly discovered

spontaneously ionizing MAI matrices, the sample can be directly

inserted into the instrument vacuum, even using the intermediate

pressure MALDI sample plate and without the need to initiate the

laser. Likewise, at atmospheric pressure on an overridden ESI source,

sample can be introduced into the inlet aperture at ambient

temperature using e.g. pipet tips (Figure S14, supporting information).

Thus, there are a variety of configurations possible with the new

ionization methods, and only a few are explored herein relative to

ubiquitin structures. Nevertheless, we believe that the chosen

approaches are fairly representative of what will be achieved with any

configuration.

3.1.1 | Laserspray ionization (LSI)-IMS-MS

The same ubiquitin solution conditions (ACN/water/2% AA) used by

Clemmer and coworkers for ESI-IMS-MS4 were used to produce highly

charged gaseous ubiquitin ions by ESI in the nanoESI source and LSI

using the same SYNAPT G2 IMS-MS instrument. For LSI, the nanoESI

source inlet was slightly modified according to a previously described

protocol and the laser aligned in transmission geometry34,50 using

2,5-DHAP as the matrix.74 For ESI, a voltage of 3 kV was applied to

initiate ionization. Other conditions, such as 150 �C source

temperature and the default cone voltage setting of 40 V, were used

for both ESI and LSI to provide the fairest comparison between the two

ionization methods, although LSI does not require voltages be

applied.34,36,50 Typical two-dimensional (2-D) td versus mass-to-charge

(m/z) datasets for ubiquitin ions obtained by LSI and nanoESI are

shown in Figures S15B and S16B (supporting information),

respectively. The charge-state distributions of the LSI ions range from

+4 to +12 and the nanoESI ions from +5 to +13. The overall shift to

higher charge states and higher signal abundance can be best seen in

the total mass spectra displayed to the left of the respective 2-D plots.

In ESI, higher charge states relate to more open (unfolded) structures,54

and the same can be expected for LSI-, MAI-, and SAI-generated ions.

Detailed information on the relative structures of ions can be

obtained from td-distributions extracted from the dataset by

integration of narrow (isotopic) m/z regions for each charge state

displayed in a 2-D plot. Figure S17 (supporting information) shows the

td-distributions of ubiquitin charge states +4 to +12 for LSI (left panel,

Figure S17A) and +5 to +13 for ESI ions (right panel, Figure S17B).

The td-distributions are very similar for all charge states for both

ionization processes. Charge state +5 produced by LSI and ESI shows

a notably more compact structure than the +6 to +12 charge states,

as reported previously for ubiquitin using electron-capture

dissociation.59 The ESI and LSI results follow the general trend of the

td-measurements obtained for these charge states on a homebuilt

IMS-MS instrument.59 Some direct comparisons of ESI and MAI

ionization methods using the IMS-MS homebuilt drift-tube instrument

are included below. More detailed analyses reveal that charge states

+7 to +12 have one significant, abundant feature, and charge states

+5 and +6 show a number of low-abundance features. Differences are

observed for the shape of the td-distributions in that LSI ions are

generally slightly sharper (narrower) than those of the ESI ions,

possibly suggesting fewer conformations, as shown by the +9 drift-

time width of ~0.9 ms for LSI in comparison with ~1.3 ms for ESI

(Figure S17, supporting information). In other studies using different

conditions, multiple conformers were observed for these charge

states.26 For charge state +12, more resolved td-distributions for two

abundant structures are observed for LSI-generated ions than for ions

formed by ESI. Two distinct conformations have been previously

described for the +12 charge state.55 The close similarity of the td-

distributions obtained with LSI using a solid matrix and ESI using a

solvent with the same solution composition and instrumental

parameters implies that the ions achieve common structures

regardless of their initial gas-phase ion structure due to instrumental

factors, or, seemingly less likely, that sufficient solvent is associated

with the protein in LSI to create the same initial structures as ESI. The

use of a laser does not appear to drastically influence the outcome of

the td-distributions of the gaseous protonated proteins.

In the following experiment, we examined the changes occurring

in LSI-generated ubiquitin ions under the influence of extraction

voltages from 0 to 100 V. This provides information relative to energy

supplied to the protein ions produced by LSI in an intermediate

pressure region by application of a voltage (cone voltage) typically

used for in-source fragmentation. The mass spectra are summarized in

Figure S18 (supporting information). Under conditions of zero volts

applied between the sample and the atmospheric pressure inlet for

LSI and zero cone voltage, charge states +4 to +12 are observed.
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Increasing the cone voltage increases the ion abundances, possibly

because charged particles are better desolvated. Another observed

trend is that the background increases between ~m/z 600 and 1200

which may be related to in-source fragmentation. In addition, the low

charge states +5 and +6 especially increase in ion abundance

(Figure S18, supporting information) with increasing voltage while the

high charge states successively decrease in abundance with increasing

voltage. This increase in the lower charge states may be because of

charge stripping75; however, the decrease in the higher charge states

can be either charge stripping or fragmentation. The highest

abundance ion is +10 at zero cone voltage and +7 at 100 V. Similar to

MALDI, it is not expected that the lower charge states under the

high-energy conditions are related to more compact structures, as

demonstrated below.

The integration of narrow (isotopic) m/z regions for charge states

+5, +7, and +9 for ubiquitin acquired using LSI with increasing cone

voltage, 0 to 100 V, using 2,5-DHAP as matrix, is summarized in

Figure 1. The td-distributions of the LSI ions show different features

for different charge states but follow the general trend of those of the

nanoESI-generated ions (Figure S17B, supporting information). With

zero cone voltage, in addition to one abundant feature, highly abundant

more compact ubiquitin features are now observed, especially for

charge state +7 (Figure 1B). The observation of more compact

features at a cone voltage of 0 V indicates that this ionization is at

least soft enough to produce these compact structures. Observing

even more compact structures may be limited by the energetics

supplied by the instrumentation. At a cone voltage of 20 V, the

compact structures are reduced in abundance. Under default cone

voltage conditions used with ESI (40 V, Figure 1), on this IMS-MS

instrument, the more compact protein conformations are essentially

destroyed with both ESI and LSI. Protein unfolding with increasing

voltage is expected considering previous ESI-IMS-MS studies.76

These results also revive an interesting question relative to

incorporation of the analyte in the matrix.30,77,78 If the protein is co-

crystallized within the matrix lattice at the point of application of

voltage, how can a small increase in cone voltage alter conformations?

This may indicate that a significant portion of analyte ions are free of

matrix in the region where voltage is applied. This is most likely with

relatively volatile matrices such as 3-NBN used here.27,29–31,46,49

Alternatively, the protein may not be incorporated into the matrix

crystal but reside on the surface in a manner where collisional or

thermal energy can alter the conformation. Some evidence consistent

with analyte residing on the matrix surface being sufficient for analyte

(protein) ionization has been reported.30

The td-distribution of charge state +5 (charge stripped ions with

increasing cone voltage, Figure 1A) is broad, and, as the ion abundance

in the mass spectra increases (Figure S18, supporting information)

along with the intensity of the td-distribution (cone voltage 60 to

100 V), the width of the td-distribution stays essentially unchanged

compared with 0 V. This, together with essentially the same results for

ESI and LSI acquired on the same mass spectrometer (Figure S17,

supporting information), suggests that the many conformations

observed in the td-distribution of charge state +5 are related to the

propensity of the low charge state ions to spontaneously fold to stable

structures in the time-frame of the experiment.26 These comparisons

show that, with the Waters SYNAPT mass spectrometers, the td-

distributions and charge-state distributions achieved with LSI using a

solid matrix and ESI using a solvent are closely similar.

F IGURE 1 Extracted drift-time
distributions of charge states: A, +5; B,
+7; and C, +9 with different sample cone
voltage: (1) 0, (2) 20, (3) 40, (4) 60, (5) 80;
and (6) 100 V. Data were acquired using

LSI-IMS-MS of ubiquitin (MW 8561 Da) in
ACN:water:2% AA with 2,5-DHAP as
matrix on the Waters SYNAPT G2
instrument. Full mass spectra are shown
in Figure S18 (supporting information)
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.1.2 | Matrix-assisted ionization (MAI)-IMS-MS
(no laser)

In LSI, ionization is initiated in the inlet and not by the

laser31–38,41,47,50,51; therefore, the laser can be omitted. The discovery

of matrices which spontaneously produce ions of the associated

analyte without the need to apply heat has made the MAI method

accessible with any mass spectrometer without inlet modification.

One alternative is to insert the matrix with the associated analyte

directly into the intermediate pressure on a substrate without passing

through the inlet tube and without application of heat (vacuum MAI or

vMAI). Two methods are available for vMAI: one inserting the sample

using the intermediate pressure MALDI plate introduction mechanism

without initiating the laser, and the other using a probe device to

insert the sample into vacuum just in front of the inlet to the mass

analyzer. Ionization occurs spontaneously using these two methods

on either the SYNAPT G2 or the SYNAPT G2S mass spectrometer.

With vMAI, using 3-NBN as the matrix dissolved in 100% ACN and

ubiquitin in ACN/H2O ranging from 25 to 90% aqueous mixed 1:1

v/v, the mass spectra and td-distributions are quite similar, as shown

for charge state +11 (Figure S19, supporting information). However,

using ubiquitin in 90% water and 10% ACN, the vMAI td-distributions

on the commercial intermediate pressure MALDI source of the

SYNAPT G2S without initiating the laser (Figure 2A) show more

compact features than ESI from atmospheric pressure using default

setting on the SYNAPT G2. A comparison of vMAI (Figure 2B) with

ESI (Figure 2C) on the SYNAPT G2 for ubiquitin in 100% water mixed

with 3-NBN in 100% ACN for MAI, and for ESI, 90% water and 10%

ACN, shows essentially the same td-features for charge states +5 to

+10, but a somewhat more abundant compact structure for +11 using

vMAI (Figure 2B). Nevertheless, it is surprising that spontaneous

ionization from a solid matrix in vacuum gives nearly identical td-

distribution to ESI from atmospheric pressure unless the energy input

from ionization and instrumentation exceeds the threshold necessary

for rearrangement to stable conformers.

A significant issue relative to native MS is that 3-NBN is insoluble

in water. Only a couple of the self-ionizing matrices discovered so far

dissolve in 100% aqueous solution. One of them is MNP.46 A

comparison of experimental conditions such as solvents, matrices, and

temperature was performed with the 100% aqueous solution of both

the analyte and the MNP matrix, as well as with 90% water:10% ACN,

and a binary mixture of MNP and 3-NBN in this solvent, all with the

inlet at 30 �C. These results were compared with those from ESI in

90% water:10% ACN with the inlet at 80 �C. The td-distributions of

the +7 charge state of ubiquitin for these solutions, inlet

temperatures, and default instrument settings for ESI are displayed in

Figure 3. Also included in Figure 3 are the +7 charge-state td-

distributions using MAI with 3-NBN as matrix in ACN with analyte in

90% water:10% ACN at 30 �C, and the results for LSI with the same

matrix and solution conditions at inlet temperatures of 30 and 80 �C.

All measurements were acquired on the SYNAPT G2. In more detail,

the td associated with the MNP matrix at 30 �C, where the solution is

at least 90% aqueous (Figures 3A and 3B), shows the most compact

structures. The matrix 3-NBN, pure or as a binary mixture with the

matrix MNP, at low inlet tube temperatures (Figures 3C and 3D)

provides two more relatively well-defined td's for charge state +7

F IGURE 2 Extracted drift times of ubiquitin in 90% water:10% ACN mixture: MAI-IMS-MS with 3-NBN matrix in 100% ACN using: A, vMAI
on a commercial intermediate pressure MALDI source without initiating the laser; B, vMAI using the vacuum probe; and C, the commercial
Waters ESI-IMS-MS instrument using default settings (80 �C source temperature, 40 V cone voltage and 3.5 kV capillary voltage). Data acquired
using A, the Waters SYNAPT G2S and B, C, the G2 instruments. Representative mass spectra are shown in Figure S20 (supporting information)
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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which become more pronounced with the use of a laser and with

higher (80 �C) source block temperature (Figures 3E and 3F). The

unexpected abundant feature of what appears to resemble “compact

structures” (td ~8.5 ms) is seen using 3-NBN matrix and a laser

(Figures 3E and 3F). If the LSI-generated protein ions are laser

activated, one would expect more elongated structure(s) unless the

ions detected are collapsed structures. It is clear that the laser has an

effect on the +7 charge-state ion although the laser is not responsible

for the ionization process. Thus, the ubiquitin molecule, possibly

embedded within the matrix,30,32,78 appears to be structurally altered

by the energy from the absorption of the 337 nm N2 laser beam

which may be directly through the protein (note, 3-NBN has a strong

absorption at 266 nm but not at 337 nm43). As a reference, the

fewest structural features within these direct comparisons of various

conditions are observed for ESI with the default conditions (40 V

cone voltage) using 90% water and an inlet temperature of 80 �C

(Figure 3G). This may suggest that the ubiquitin ions originating from

10% organic solution are retaining more of the aqueous solution

structure using MAI with the water-soluble MNP matrix (Figure 3B)

and with the 3-NBN matrix (Figure 3D) than using ESI with the higher

energy default conditions (Figure 3G). The IMS resolution is too low

to extract any further information. However, it is clear that the matrix,

solution conditions, and ionization method used are not providing a

large difference in conformations of the +7 ion with this instrument,

except in the case where a laser is used. The mass spectral data is

summarized in Figure S20 (supporting information). Charge-state

distributions range from +5 to +11 with MNP as matrix

(Figures S20A–20C) and up to +13 with 3-NBN as matrix

(Figures S20D–20F). The charge-state distributions suggest mostly

extended structures. Direct comparison of the td-distributions for

charge states +5 in Figure S21 (supporting information) shows no

statistical differences but, for charge states +11 (Figure S22,

supporting information), an abundant feature is observed at

td ~5.6 ms for MAI and LSI in comparison with ESI.

Differences in the compact features are observed with vMAI

using the intermediate pressure MALDI source without the laser. A

comparison of the +11 charge-state td-distributions is shown in

Figure 4. The SYNAPT G2S (Figure 4A) shows the most abundant

compact feature relative to measurements of vMAI using the vacuum-

probe (Figure 4B), MAI (Figure 4C) and LSI from atmospheric pressure

F IGURE 3 Extracted drift-time comparison of the +7 charge state
of ubiquitin using: A, MAI with MNP (100% water); B, MAI with MNP
(90% water:10% ACN); C, MAI with binary matrix MNP:3-NBN (90%
water:10% ACN); D, MAI with 3-NBN (90% water:10% ACN); E, LSI
with 3-NBN (90% water:10% ACN) at 30 �C; F, LSI with 3-NBN (90%
water:10% ACN) at 80 �C; and G, ESI (90% water:10% ACN). Data
acquired on the Waters SYNAPT G2 instrument at 30 �C source
temperature using MAI (A, B, C, D) and sample was introduced using a
pipette tip; (E, F) LSI (337 nm N2 laser) and sample on a glass plate
(note, 3-NBN matrix has absorption at 266 nm43) and (G) ESI using
default settings with 40 V cone voltage and 80 �C source
temperature. Representative mass spectra are shown in Figure S20

(supporting information) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 Extracted drift time of the +11 charge state of
ubiquitin in 90% water:10% ACN with 3-NBN matrix using: A, vMAI
(MALDI source); B, vMAI (vacuum-probe); C, MAI; and D, LSI at 30 �C
(337 nm N2 laser) with the matrix having absorption at 266 nm;43 E,
LSI at 80 �C; and F, ESI using default settings with 40 V cone voltage
and 80 �C source temperature. Data acquired on A, the Waters
SYNAPT G2S and B, C, D, E, F, the G2 instruments. Representative
mass spectra are shown in Figure S20 (supporting information) [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Figures 4D and 4E), and ESI (Figure 4F) acquired on a SYNAPT G2;

for Figures 4A–4E the matrix 3-NBN was used. Interestingly, ESI

(Figure 4F) shows the least abundant compact conformation, but this

is attributed to using the default settings which impart significant

energy into the ions, especially from the 40 V cone voltage and the

80 �C inlet temperature. Note that the td-offset in Figure 4A relates

to use of the SYNAPT G2S instead of the SYNAPT G2 (Figures 4B-F).

For direct comparison, measurements by MAI at atmospheric

pressure and vMAI using the intermediate pressure MALDI source

and vacuum-probe were acquired using the SYNAPT G2S (Figure S23,

supporting information). vMAI using the intermediate pressure MALDI

source shows more of the compact features than MAI from

atmospheric pressure and vMAI using the vacuum-probe which shows

fewer compact features. For vMAI using the vacuum-probe, fewer

compact features are observed for charge states +5 and +11 on the

SYNAPT G2S (Figure S23C, supporting information) than on the G2

(Figures 2B and 4B).

3.1.3 | Comparison of charge-state distributions
between ESI, SAI, and MAI

The charge-state distributions of ubiquitin were examined under

conditions favorable for the ionization of folded structures; namely,

the solution consisted of ubiquitin (5 μM) in 100 ppm ammonium

tartrate containing 5% methanol. All mass spectra were acquired on a

Thermo Fisher Scientific Q-Exactive Focus under conditions

optimized for achieving low charge states by ESI. For ESI and SAI, the

inlet capillary was set at 250 �C and with MAI at 100 �C. All other

settings were the same where applicable for ESI, SAI, and MAI. The

mass spectra are shown in Figure 5 and represent an average of ten

0.5 s acquisitions at a mass resolution of 70,000, m/Δm 50% valley at

m/z 200. The ESI mass spectrum displayed in Figure 5A shows almost

exclusively charge states +5 and +6 while the SAI and MAI mass

spectra show charge states ranging from +5 to +11 (Figures 5B and

5C). The high charge states for MAI were not surprising since the

matrix solution which was combined with the ubiquitin solution 3:1

was in 100 ppm ammonium tartrate solution containing 60% ACN.

However, the SAI and ESI solutions were the same, as were all other

conditions, with the exception that the ESI spray is at atmospheric

pressure with voltage while in SAI the solution flows through capillary

tubing directly into the inlet tube where ionization occurs at sub-

atmospheric pressure. While both ionization methods are believed to

operate from charged droplets, the mass spectra are drastically

different (Figures 5A and 5B). It is tempting to think that the

difference relates to heat transferred by the inlet, but in thermometer

ion studies comparing ESI and SAI, SAI produced less fragmentation.79

Furthermore, Johnston's group demonstrated that inlet temperatures

>800 �C did not cause thermal decomposition in droplet ionization, a

variant of SAI.42 However, in retrospect, the thermometer ion study is

not at odds with the results here and fragmentation requires

significantly more energy than denaturing ubiquitin. The stated reason

for SAI producing less thermometer ion fragmentation than ESI was

F IGURE 5 Mass spectra of ubiquitin (5 μM) in
100 ppm ammonium tartrate containing 5%
methanol acquired using the manual Ionique
platform on aThermo Q-Exactive Focus mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific): A, ESI; B,
SAI; and C, MAI [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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that in ESI the ion is mostly desolvated before the heated inlet tube

and thus experiences the heat from the inlet, whereas, in SAI, the

solvent is present through most of the inlet tube, thus protecting the

ion from thermal degradation. In the case of charge states of a

protein, the charge state observed cannot be increased after

leaving the droplet, but additional energy input can occur and alter

the conformation.80 In ESI, the protein is mostly desolvated before

the heated inlet and maintains a folded structure and thus low

charge states, whereas, in SAI, the results are best explained by the

inlet heating the droplet thus denaturing the protein. However, in

both cases, the ions observed will experience energy input from

the inlet temperature and voltages applied in regions where

collisions with gases occurs. Thus, whereas in SAI the bare ions are

more unfolded than in ESI, the final energy of the ions when

passing through the IMS region may be more energetic in ESI

under similar experimental conditions.

Similar comparisons of ionization methods and solvent

compositions were performed on the Waters SYNAPT G2S IMS-MS

instrument to examine charge states and td-distributions. Formic acid,

0.1%, in a 5 μM solution of ubiquitin in aqueous 5% methanol was

first used because of the ability to ionize by SAI at relatively low inlet

tube temperatures.32 In addition to the commercial Waters LockSpray

ESI source, the source of the Waters instrument was retrofitted with

an MS™ inlet tube and the manual multifunctional Ionique platform to

implement the use of inlet ionization. Good ion abundance was

observed for all inlet and vacuum ionization methods and ESI using the

Waters ESI source (Figure S25, supporting information). The

experimentally observed charge states for ESI (Figure S25A,

supporting information), SAI (Figure S25B(2), supporting information),

MAI (Figure S25B(3), supporting information), and vMAI (Figure S25C,

supporting information) are the high charge states, typically ranging

from +4 to +13. Of these, ESI provided a bimodal charge distribution

from +4 to +6 and +7 to +10, as did vMAI from +5 to +6 and +7 to

+13, possibly corresponding to the presence of various degrees of

folding. There are many interesting similarities associated with the td-

distributions observed throughout all four of the different ionization

methods. Mainly, the lower charge states exhibit broad td-

distributions, some of which are asymmetric, such as the +6 charge

state observed in ESI (Figure S25A, supporting information) and vMAI

(Figure S25C, supporting information), where the majority of the area

lies towards the higher td's. Characteristic td-distributions are

observed for +7 and +11 charge states with the exception of MAI.

Secondly, buffered sample preparation conditions, 5 μM ubiquitin

in aqueous 5% methanol containing 100 ppm ammonium tartrate,

were subsequently used on the SYNAPT G2S. The commercial

Waters ESI source provided a bimodal distribution of charge states

ranging from +5 to +8 and+9 to +12 (Figure 6A). The multi-ionization

MS™ Ionique manual platform was subsequently used. First, ESI with

a flow rate of 10 μL min−1 and 3.5 kV applied to a metal union linking

fused-silica tubing resulted in primarily +5 and +6 charge states

(Figure 6B(1)). The results are similar to those using the Thermo Q-

Exactive Focus (Figure 5A) and reported for nanoESI using the Waters

nanoESI source and an ammonium acetate buffered solution.63

F IGURE 6 Comparison of mass spectra showing relative
abundances of various charge states of aqueous 5 μM ubiquitin
buffered with 100 ppm ammonium tartrate containing 5% methanol.
Data acquired on a Waters SYNAPT G2S using different sources and
platforms: A, the commercial Waters ESI source; B, the MS™ manual
Ionique platform [(1) ESI, (2) SAI, (3) MAI]; and C, the MS™ vMAI
vacuum-probe. Multiple tartaric acid adductions (*) are apparent for
charge state +5 as shown in B(1). Extracted drift times are shown in
Figure S26 (supporting information) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Multiple tartaric acid adductions were apparent in charge state +5 and

to a lesser degree in +6 (Figure 6B(1)). This carboxylic acid adduction

to ubiquitin has been reported for ammonium carboxylate buffered

ESI studies and accounts for a significant amount of protein ion

abundance under these ‘native’ ESI conditions.62 Second, using the

same MS™ platform and ammonium tartrate buffered solution of

ubiquitin, SAI provided a bimodal charge-state distribution ranging

from +5 to +7 and +8 to +13 (Figure 6B(2)), respectively, while

undesired tartaric adductions were not observed. Although both MS™

SAI (Figure S26B(2), supporting information) and Waters ESI

(Figure S26A, supporting information) showed a bimodal distribution,

the relative abundance of the lower charge states is higher in ESI than

in SAI. Third, MAI showed high charge states ranging from +8 to +13

(Figure 6B(3)), while vMAI using the homebuilt vacuum-probe52

showed charge states ranging from +5 to +12, and exhibited

significantly less background (Figure 6C). Buffered conditions appear

to be helpful in SAI for observing lower charge-state ions (Figure 6B

(2)), but not (yet) for MAI under the conditions used here.

Interestingly, charge state +6 observed using SAI with buffered

conditions shows a higher abundance of more folded conformations

than vMAI and ESI using the commercial source, but similar to ESI

using the MS™ manual platform (Figure S26B(1), supporting

information). As stated before, bimodal charge-state distributions

were noticed in ESI (Figure S25A, supporting information) and vMAI

(Figure S25C, supporting information) acquisitions under acidic

conditions, as well as in ESI (Figure 6A) and SAI (Figure 6B(2)) under

buffered conditions.

Extracting the td-distributions shows intriguing similarities and

minor differences. These are summarized according to their +5, +7,

and +11 charge states as seen in Figure 7. The broad +5 charge state

appears ‘jagged‘ when acquired with the commercial Waters ESI

source (Figure 7A), the MS™ platform using SAI (Figure 7B(2)) and

vMAI (Figure 7C). However, the +5 charge state appears ‘smooth’

with the MS™ platform using ESI (Figure 7B(1)). This appears to be

related to the relatively high total ion abundance of 6.17e4 (Figure 6B

(1)) counts obtained for ESI on the MS™ platform. Thus, the ‘jagged’

td-appearance is probably due to statistical fluctuations because of

low ion abundance of this charge state rather than different

conformations.

Direct comparison of +5 and +7 charge-state td-distributions of

ESI using different sources and solvent systems (Figure S27,

supporting information) shows a similar ‘jagged’ td-appearance of the

low-abundance +5 charge state (Figure S27A(1), supporting

information) and no difference in the +7 td-distribution using the

commercial ESI source (Figure S27A(2), supporting information). An

obvious difference can be observed using the commercial ESI source

(Figure S27A, supporting information) and the MS™ platform

(Figure S27B, supporting information). The +5 and +7 charge states

using the MS™ platform both show td-distributions towards a more

compact feature than the commercial ESI source. Using different

sources and platforms (Figure 7), a split td-distribution is observed in

the +7 and +11 charge states, as was observed in Figures 3 and 4.

Interestingly, the MAI td-distributions (Figure 7B(3)) do not show

this behavior. Importantly, both SAI and ESI form lower charge states

than MAI. This seems to indicate that the protein structures, based

on the similar td-distributions observed for ESI and SAI, are

essentially the same, at least on this commercial IMS-MS SYNAPT

G2S instrument.

F IGURE 7 Extracted drift times of the +5, +7, and +11 charge states of ubiquitin (5 μM) in 100 ppm ammonium tartrate containing 5%
methanol using different sources and platforms: A, commercial Waters ESI source; B, the MS™ manual Ionique platform [(1) ESI, (2) SAI, (3) MAI];
and C, the MS™ vMAI vacuum-probe. Data acquired on a Waters SYNAPT G2S. Additional extracted drift times are shown in Figure S26
(supporting information). Refer to Figure 6 for full mass spectra [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.2 | Use of a homebuilt 2 m drift-tube instrument:
MAI- vs ESI-IMS-MS

Only minor differences in structural features of ubiquitin ions were

observed between those generated by ESI and MAI with three

different matrices and various solution conditions on the SYNAPT

instruments. In order to determine if these results relate to the

instruments rather than the ionization methods and solution

conditions, IMS-MS results were acquired on the 2 m drift-tube

instrument with ion funnel technology in Prof. Clemmer's lab. With

this instrument, an obstruction is configured within the ion funnel

with the purpose of disrupting any remaining ESI droplets.69–73

Observation of protein ions using 3-NBN as matrix with this

instrument showed a strong preference for the matrix:analyte sample

being introduced in solution into the short non-heated inlet opening

instead of as the dry matrix:analyte sample which is typically used

with commercial mass spectrometer inlets that can be heated.46,66

There was a delay of approximately 15 s before protein ions were

detected in a short strong ‘pulse-like’ ion burst, contrary to the

operation using the commercial instruments and inlets. It is

reasonable to assume that the wet sample collects inside the sub-

atmospheric pressure side of the IMS-MS inlet, more specifically on

the jet disrupter.73 We envision that in MAI, under these sub-

atmospheric pressure conditions, the wet sample freeze dries. After

the matrix:analyte sample is sufficiently dry, a burst of ion current is

detected similar to what is observed when the matrix is crushed in

vacuum to produce small matrix particles.30,53 This suggests the

possibility that sudden solvent expansion may produce small matrix

particles which rapidly sublime to produce the burst of analyte ions.

Unfortunately, because of this difference relative to MAI on the

SYNAPT G2S, comparisons of results are not necessarily

straightforward. The results may be more closely aligned with those

obtained on the intermediate pressure MALDI source of the SYNAPT

instruments. The MAI matrix:analyte sample is introduced dry on a

sample plate31,49 or on a probe27,30,52 directly into vacuum. The ion

duration without the use of a laser can be as long as 30 min using the

3-NBN matrix,49,78,81 but an intense burst of ions is produced by

crushing the sample.30,53

While various matrices have been tested on the homebuilt IMS-

MS instrument, only the better performing MAI matrix 3-NBN was

useful with this instrument (Figure S28, supporting information). This

too is different from the commercial vacuum source where over two

dozen MAI matrices support analyte ionization from small drug

molecules to proteins.31,46,49 MAI matrices that are soluble in 100%

water are less volatile than the 3-NBN matrix, and would require

improved inlet and vacuum ionization conditions to be operational on

the homebuilt IMS-MS instrument. These failures with less volatile

matrices suggest the need for an inlet tube, preferably being heated,

for this ESI-configured instrument.32,37,44,45,50,51,78 While absorption

of the laser beam can impart surface heat, this does not serve as a

substitute for a heated inlet tube, similar to previous

findings,32,47,50,51 at least not for nonvolatile compounds. Low-

abundance ions of small molecules have been observed on this

homebuilt instrument using a less volatile matrix and a laser

(Figure S28, supporting information).

Charge states +7 to +15 are observed (Figure 8A) from wet

3-NBN matrix:ubiquitin sample introduction into the unheated inlet.

Interestingly, a bimodal charge-state distribution is observed with the

most abundant charge states at +12 and +9. Bimodal distributions

have previously been observed under vacuum ionization conditions

using 2-nitropholoroglucinol matrix, but not with atmospheric

pressure introduction.32,82 The extracted td-distributions are shown in

Figure 8B displayed by cross-sections of ubiquitin. Published ubiquitin

work using the ESI method with a similar homebuilt drift-tube

instrument, but 3 m long, shows similar cross-sections for charge

states +7 to +13; charge states +14 to +16 were not reported in the

F IGURE 8 MAI-IMS-MS of ubiquitin in 90:10 water:MeOH
(pH 2) with 3-NBN matrix in 100% ACN: A, total mass spectrum
and B, collisional cross-section (CCS) of the multiply charged ions +7
to +16. Data acquired using the homebuilt 2 m drift-tube instrument
in Clemmer's laboratory at Indiana University [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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prior work.59 There are three obvious differences between these

measurements on two different mass spectrometers and two

different ionization methods. First, charge states +5 and +6 were not

detected with MAI on the 2 m drift-tube instrument. In ESI, these are

the charge states that provide the compact structures at about

1100 Å2 using the 3 m drift-tube instrument.59 Secondly, while

charge state +7 is detected in both datasets, with MAI, the observed

cross-section is about 1600 Å2 (elongated) while, with ESI, it is about

1100 Å2 (compact). Thirdly, partially folded structures are not

observed with MAI, although observed for charge states +8 to +10

with ESI in a size range from ca 1100 to 1700 Å2. We partially

attribute these differences to the solution conditions used where, for

ESI, conditions more favorable to preserving folded structures were

employed. With MAI using 3-NBN, the matrix preparation must use a

relatively high organic solvent (acetonitrile) concentration to dissolve

the matrix, so that observation of extended structures is not

unexpected. The results for MAI on the 2 m drift tube instrument, for

the charge states observed, look more similar to those obtained on

the SYNAPT G2S with MAI or ESI, which probably relates to both

solution conditions and the energy input by the instrument conditions

used in the experiment.

Because of the difficulty of comparison between two different

homebuilt instruments using two different ionization conditions,

direct comparisons between MAI and ESI using two solvent

conditions of ubiquitin in water:ACN (1:1) and water:ACN:acetic acid

(49:49:2 by % volume) were performed (Figure 9). The conditions

selected were based on previous work.59 The extracted td-

distributions are shown for charge states +10 (Figure 9A) and +11

(Figure 9B) with MAI (top, self-ionizing 3-NBN matrix) and ESI

(bottom, 3 kV ionizing voltage). In all cases, MAI produces more

abundant extended conformations (~1800 Å) and fewer of the most

compact structures (~1600 Å) than ESI. These results are the first to

show, under the most similar conditions applicable at this time, that

the conformations observed are affected by the ionization method.

The MAI results for charge state +11 look very similar, with the

exception of better td-resolution on the 2 m instrument, than for

vMAI on the SYNAPT G2 at intermediate pressure, and obtained

under similar (Figures 2A and 2B, 4A and 4B) as well as different

solution conditions (Figure S19, supporting information). Comparison

of the +11 charge-state td-distribution acquired with MAI at

atmospheric pressure (Figure S23A, supporting information) and vMAI

using the vacuum-probe (Figure S23C, supporting information) shows

that vMAI increases the contribution of the extended conformation

suggesting higher energy conditions, which may relate to more

efficient collisional cooling with inlet ionization. Although these results

suggest that the matrix is involved in the degree of unfolding

observed, a more definitive answer awaits an inlet tube entrance

being provided onto the homebuilt IMS-MS instrument so that water-

soluble matrices can be used.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons between ESI and MAI using different solvents, solid and

liquid matrices, and ion formation at different pressures show that the

F IGURE 9 Analyses of collisional cross-
section (CCS) of ubiquitin charge state: A, +10
and B, +11 from different solvent conditions
(1) 1:1 acetonitrile (ACN):water (v/v) and (2) 1:1
acetonitrile:water (v/v) with 0.1% formic acid
(FA) using (a) MAI-IMS-MS with 3-NBN matrix
and (b) ESI-IMS-MS. Data were acquired using
the homebuilt 2 m drift-tube instrument in
Clemmer's laboratory at Indiana University [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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td-distributions of ubiquitin multiply charged ions are essentially the

same under commonly used operating conditions of energy input.

Only when the energy input into the ions from voltages and heat

is minimized, which was best accomplished with a homebuilt

IMS-MS instrument, are differences in td-distributions related to the

ionization method observed. Use of a solid matrix, as in MAI

operating under sub-atmospheric pressure, produces a higher

abundance of extended structures than in ESI with ionization

initiated at atmospheric pressure using the same solution and

instrument conditions. Although not definitive, the different

pressure conditions for ionization suggest differences in the final

desolvation states of the protein ions using solid vs liquid matrices.

In addition, low charge states indicative of folded structures, while

observed in ESI of ubiquitin, have so far not been observed with

solid matrices including MNP which is soluble in 100% water. None

of the ionization methods including ESI observed the compact

structures observed with the homebuilt IMS-MS instrument

including the conditions that led to the detection of the low charge

states with the SYNAPT G2(S).
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